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Re: Egypt's bans gold export; The Global Settlement Foundation Public Notice
Dear Mr. Prime Minister,
This urgent letter, in our ongoing process of notice to Heads of State was prompted by
the recent announcement by the new Minister for Trade and Industry of Egypt Dr. Samir
Youssef Ali El-Sayyad who has brought unwelcome attention to your 'gold issue' by banning the
removal of gold from Egypt1.
Wealth flourishes when people are free to travel and trade and to use lawful money that
is gold. This has been so from ancient times and is the testimony of religious texts. Today's
modern banking is an instrument of financial war and gold bullion itself can be a poisoned
chalice – there is too little space here to go into details. I trust you will seriously examine the
issues raised in the attached public notices.
The long term chart of oil in gold Globals2 explains in one chart what takes a thousand
words – there has been no real rise in the price of oil since the 1940s.
As you will discover from our enclosed public notice to all Heads of State and the
enclosed copy of the recent notice sent to President Barack Obama of the United States, that
there are serious questions about money and banking that have to be addressed by the people,
for the people are the true sovereigns of the soil.
As recent events have confirmed, Mr. David Cameron, the British Prime Minister said in
a meeting with you “... denying people their basic rights does not preserve stability, rather the
reverse”3. We believe it makes no sense whatever to deny the basic unalienable right of the
men and women of Egypt to do as they wish with their private property that is their gold, to
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travel and trade and produce wealth.
This announced step to restrict gold is equivalent to creating the likeness of a prison
camp for the people of the land in the ancient land of Egypt bound as they are by their
passports and visa requirements already. Such an announcement turns your border police to
divesting the people of their gold, as they did in Auschwitz, the most famous and notorious
concentration camp of World War II.
We would like to see Egypt prosper and re-introduce lawful trade, by encouraging the
development of a deliverable, voluntary gold standard. We are confident that these steps if
undertaken, will result in a sustainable growth for your country over the long term.
As we suggested to Her Majesty the Queen of England, the opening of borders across the
commonwealth and the introduction of a voluntary, deliverable gold standard will usher in an
era of peace and prosperity that will counter the decay in the current systems of finance.
We would like to take this opportunity to invite you to initiate the steps necessary to
bring the benefits of the Global Settlement Foundation to the people of Egypt.
I remain, a true friend of the People of Egypt.
Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Email: gsf@gsf.li
Tel: +44 20 30 02 74 72
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